
NOTICE OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF FLAGSTAFF ARTS & LEADERSHIP ACADEMY, INC. (FALA) 
 

AGENDA OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING  
 

Our mission is to provide a transformative educational experience by developing leadership and cultivating 
academic excellence in the arts, sciences, and humanities. The individual growth of each student is supported and 

animated through our nurturing educational community. 
 
 

Pursuant to A.R.S. §38-431.02, notice is hereby given that the Board of Directors of FALA will hold the following: 
 

● Event: Regular Board meeting open to the public 
● Date: December 17, 2018 
● Time: 5:00pm 
● Location: 3401 N. Fort Valley Road, Flagstaff, AZ 86001 

 
 
Event information: 
 

● The Board/committee may consider any item on this agenda in any order and at any time during the meeting.  
● Pursuant to A.R.S. §38-431.4, members of the Board/committee may participate either in person or by telephone,                

video or internet conferencing speakerphone or other technological devices. 
● The Board may vote to hold an executive session for the purpose of obtaining legal advice from the Board’s attorney                    

on any matter listed on the agenda pursuant to A.R.S. §38-431.03(A)(3). 
● Persons with a disability may request a reasonable accommodation, such as a sign language interpreter, by                

contacting Ms. Tulasi Fowler, Administrative Coordinator, 928-779-7223. 
● Materials for this meeting are available at the following: 

○ http://flagarts.com/category/news/ 
○ 3401 N. Fort Valley Road, Flagstaff, AZ 86001 

 
 
Agenda: 
 

Call To Order Judy calls the meeting to order at 5:03 p.m. 
Roll Call: 

Judy Jordan, President, present 
Dr. Lori Poloni-Staudinger, Vice President, present (arrived at 5:07 due to meeting) 
Heather Pierce, Secretary, not present 
Dr. Sharon Gorman, Treasurer, present 
Dr. Barbara Boschmans Beaudrie, Member, present 
Birgit Buss, Member, present 
Dr. Jean Ann Foley, Member, not present 

Approval of Agenda Sharon motions to approve the agenda, Birgit seconds, AYES: Judy, Sharon, Birgit, Barbara                
NAYS: none, motion carries 
Call to the Public: 

“This is the time for the public to comment. Members of the Board may not discuss items that are not                    
specifically identified on the agenda. Therefore, pursuant to A.R.S. §38-431.01(H), action taken as a result of                
public comment will be limited to directing staff to study the matter, responding to any criticism or scheduling                  
the matter for further consideration and decision at a later date." 
 

Parent, Denise TrimbleSmith speaks. Parent informs the Board that she has a daughter at FALA who has had some recent                    
concerning interactions with a staff member. Ms. TrimbleSmith provided details of the concerning interaction and explained                
that her daughter felt reluctant to come forward because of potential ramifications.  
 
Ms. TrimbleSmith informed the Board that she met with school leadership about the situation and expressed disappointed by                  
the leadership’s response. She felt that leadership’s support of the staff member superseded the safety, well-being and                 
feelings of her daughter and of herself. Ms. TrimbleSmith informed the Board that she filed a report with the Flagstaff Police                     
to ensure that the incident was on the record to protect all of the FALA students.  
 
Because this incident happened on snow day that fell on a Friday, she would like to see an avenue for parents to contact                       
Admin in an emergency situation. She also believes that there should be some training and protocols in place with students,                    

http://flagarts.com/category/news/


parents, employees AND leadership to avoid similar situations from occurring. Particularly, she would like to see additional                 
training for the teachers who do not come into the position from the educational track. She would like to see strategic                     
planning around enveloping students and staff members of color into the FALA community so that race does not ever                   
become a factor in their feeling of inclusivity. She wants students to know that FALA is in each student’s corner and that                      
student safety is the School’s priority. 
 

Summary of Current Events - Items to be heard only; the Board will not propose, discuss, or take legal action                    
during the meeting unless the specific matter is properly noticed for legal action. 

Directors 
Lori speaks:  
She wants to commend the students for their performances the past few weeks. She also wants to thank Jean Ann Foley for                      
her work with the Advanced Acting students to prepare them for their performance, as well as alum Takalay Hamill who                    
helped out. 
 
Judy speaks on several items:  
She also wants to commend the students and staff on the recent performances. She is always so impressed with the                    
showcasing of talent that happens this time of year. In particular, she wants to give accolades to the Dance teachers: Betsy                     
Hamill, Cori Wall and Robert Corbin for the tremendous direction that they are taking the Dance program at FALA. This                    
year’s Winter Escapades showcased dramatic developments in choreography, costumery, theatrics and dancers’ skill levels.              
The energy level was amazing. She is so proud of the Dance Dept. and wants to thank the teachers and students for their                       
hard work and talent.  
 
This week a board member was contacted through her personal email about a concern. She wants to remind the public that                     
each member of the Board of Directors has a flagarts email address. The reason we have that is because of Open Meeting                      
Law - email correspondence is subject to OML and FOIA (Freedom of Information Act), so if there were ever a situation the                      
the Board of Directors entered into litigation for any reason, those email accounts are subject to review. When board                   
correspondence goes through our personal email accounts, those accounts can also be subject to review. As public                 
volunteers, board members try very hard to walk the proper line, and she asks that members of the public work to honor                      
those boundaries. Additionally, because the matter was a personnel matter, the board member directed the parent to bring                  
the concern to the Administration because board members cannot get involved in personnel issues unless the ED brings                  
them to the board. 
 
Training for new board members has been scheduled for Friday, January 4, 2019 at noon. Any veteran board members are                    
welcome to join if they would like a review of the training topics discussed. 
 
As Judy was going through the Powerpoint presentation that ASBA used to do our training in the Fall, she noticed a slide in                       
the Powerpoint that had not been covered; it said that the only reports that can be listed on an agenda without specificity are                       
the Directors’ Report and the Executive Director’s Report. All other reports must list topics to be discussed. That is why                    
tonight’s agenda looks different from past agendas to include a new section called ‘Discussion Items’. Realizing that this                  
means that we have been in violation of OML for the past 2 years - and ignorance is not an excuse - she and Eli reached out                           
to our attorneys to seek guidance on self-reporting our error to the Attorney General. Our attorneys are drafting a letter to the                      
Attorney General to self-report. This could result in another consent agreement, leading to additional training, and/or fines. 
 

Executive Director (ED) 
Eli speaks: 
Heather and Eli met with the Marketing and Design lab students at NAU and reviewed the marketing materials that they                    
created on our behalf. There are several groups they want to reach out to, using the materials. They are also talking with one                       
of the NAU students about a possible internship with us in the Spring. Eli was contacted by a rep from Yavapai County                      
regarding our e-rate surveys; their analysis shows that we received enough surveys back to qualify for some additional grant                   
money, so they are in the process of the review with them. He sent the paperwork to our attorney for review. 
 
He is working on a second round of individual meetings with all staff, and new board members. 
  

VI . Discussion Items 
Dean of Academy (DA) Deidre speaks: 

■ Teacher Evaluation Status Update 
26/27 teachers have had their first observations, the final teacher will have it completed by Wednesday. Of the 27, there are                     
10 new teachers and of those 10 new teachers, 4 have already had their 2nd observation. 1 teacher has requested                    
exemption from the 2nd observation, which can be requested if they were highly effective/distinguished rating on their first                  
observation. 

■ Teacher Evaluation Program - What’s working; what needs improvement 



Still in the pilot phase with the Eval document. The more she works with it, the more she likes it. The distinction between                       
Effective and Highly Effective is thin.There is not a really clear line to separate the 2 levels. She wants to work more with the                        
evidence and how it relates to the definitions. There are not enough representation for Arts- Performances teachers; there is                   
a more academic focus. 

■ Teacher Resources Needed (including Plan) 
3 teachers will be brought on to fill the vacancy created by Betsy’s sabbatical next semester. Judy asks if all 3 will have                       
background checks and fingerprint clearance cards. Both Eli and Deidre assure that they will. They will go through teacher                   
induction as well.  

■ Accreditation Update 
We have an Accreditation Committee of 4 people who have been through Accreditation somewhere else. They are starting to                   
assign tasks and are moving forward. 

■ Enrollment Update 
42 current applications for next year, most are 6th grade. Deidre did not do the FALA Ambassador Program (structured                   
shadowing) because the end of the year started to look jam-packed and she didn’t want to stress anyone out. Judy interjects                     
that this should not have been a surprise - that’s what the end of the semester is always like and should have been                       
anticipated. Deidre said that there will be some Ambassador/Shadow Days at the beginning of 2019 and before applications                  
are due. 

■ Climate and Culture 
Working on making flags with positive messages.  
 

B. FALALAT Representative  Teacher Andrea Garns gives report 
■ Curriculum templates 

They have discussed that staff will use a similar template to create/build/document curriculum 
■ Stipend process 

Stipend and 301 processes are still in discussion. They have reached out to staff to collect data to guide a more effective                      
process. They are working on forms to document work. 

■ Field trip process 
Working on creating an organized checklist so that teachers are sure that all steps are followed by all teachers for all field                      
trips prior to approval 

■ 301 payments 
See Stipend Discussion 
 

C. Student Council Officers 
■ No report 

D. Volunteer Corps 
■ No report 

  VII.  Consent Agenda  Approval of 2018-11-19 Regular Minutes, Lori motions to approve, Sharon seconds,  AYES: Judy, 
Sharon, Lori, Barbara, Birgit NAYS: none, motion carries. 

 
VIII. Action Items 

A. Presentation, discussion, and possible action re: Border Trip 
Teacher, Janeece Henes, and 4 students (Tia, Etienne, Johanna, Clarice) present: 
8th Annual Border Trip; students had daily jobs; there is a journal that students keep for every trip to communicate with the 
next group; students liked the daily debriefing; kids played a lot of soccer; they worked in a soup kitchen and help get 150 
families food (with donations from Sprouts); the kids built houses, provided food, they enjoyed interacting with locals and 
bonding over food, art, soccer, building helped bridge the language barrier; visited border wall and interacted with people on 
the border, which they described as life changing; they found the contrast between the US side of the border and the 
Mexican side to be surreal; they worked with a group to learn about the environmental impact of the wall and want to present 
to the community; the kids were amazed to hear about how many laws the US Dept. of Homeland Security is able to “go 
around” to build the wall; students felt that they could not have ever understood the migrant perspective, or the wall’s impact, 
without seeing it in person 
 
There is no action to be taken on this item. 
 

B. Presentation, discussion, and possible action re: Presentation of 2017-18 Financial Audit Report 
Brian from Fester & Chapman, PLLC (our auditors) speaks: 
As a Charter school, FALA is required to submit to an annual audit, which must be submitted to the Arizona Dept. of Ed and 
the State Board for Charter Schools. The audit was submitted in a timely manner and by the November 15 deadline. This is 
just an update for the Board. 
 
FALA Financial Statements: Fester & Chapman’s opinion is that the Financial Statements are ‘clean’; the finances are 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1noApLBd0KeedsleesP9AAuhqxdXy5d3tMlZCZoeAzLY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jyJhSDK1y6FMnIzWkbwqNnuMlURlOZuh


presented in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. Brian met with the Finance Committee prior to 
tonight’s meeting, so he will just give a high-level review. 
Statement of Financial Position as of June 30th: largest asset is cash, land and the building(s). Major liability is debt 
associated with the building.  Total Current Assets = $357K, Total Current Liability = $348K, Ratio = 1.0, which is a good 
position 
Majority of Revenue from State Equalization and other contracts and grants with ADE (91% of Revenue), Largest Expense is 
salaries and related benefits (68% of total expenses)  FALA does participate in ASRS (Arizona  
Schools Retirement System at a rate of 11.5%, which is an exception for Charter schools (most charter schools only 
contribute 3%)).  
Net Loss this year of $175K; $100K is depreciation (not a cash expense), $27K accrual for ADE audit, Taking into account 
those 2 line items, we are more realistically looking at a Net Loss of closer to $50K for the year. Adding 6th Grade is allowing 
for growth, which is moving things into a more positive trend. 
 
Controls looked at: making sure proper procedures are in place, checks and balances, segregation of duties. Test work 
revealed nothing out of the ordinary so there were no findings to report, which is good. 
 
There were no glaring concerns or findings. 
 
Legal Compliance Questionnaire: summary on final page, listing 3 items of finding: 45 day screening requirement not being 
met across the board and needs more diligence, absences being correctly recorded on sign out sheet need to match ADE 
report, date on withdrawal forms not consistent 
 
State Board of Charter Schools will look for repeat violations and can impose corrective action. 
 
Lori makes a motion directing the ED to put a plan in place to correct the 3 areas of finding and report back to the Board 
about the plan, Sharon seconds, AYES: Judy, Sharon, Lori, Barbara, Birgit NAYS: none, motion carries. 
 
*** 10 min recess at 6:30 p.m. 
Return to open session at 6:41 p.m. 
 

C. Presentation, discussion, and possible action re: Finance Committee Update 
Sharon reports: 
Eli is now keeping an ongoing task list for the Finance Committee to help him keep tabs on decisions; looking at opening a 
small account at Foothills Bank to establish a relationship. Eli is also working with Chase Business to have them look at our 
accounts to see what level of service they can provide. Lori asks why we’re looking at changing banks, and we are not 
getting great service where we are and the Director of Foothills has a lot of local experience with Charter schools, so that 
could be an advantage when we renegotiate our bond in 2020. 
 
Still progressing with the CIC loan - there are a lot of nitty-gritty back-and-forth paperwork issues to be completed 
 
Magnus is back to not responding to our repeated efforts to renegotiate that settlement, but we are back to making monthly 
payments toward our liability with them 
 
Eli met with ADE about the ADM (average daily minutes) audit and was able to negotiate them down from $28K to $21K. It is 
not ideal, but the finance committee does not believe that further pursuing a hearing is economically wise, when attorney’s 
fees and expenses and personnel time is factored in. FInance Committee makes the recommendation that we pay the $21K 
fine and use this as a learning opportunity to do better (which we are already doing with calendar adjustments and being 
more thoughtful with planning). We would make the payments, without interest, over a 2 fiscal year period, but the clock 
started ticking in August, when the audit happened. We would make the first payment in February of $6125 and $875/month 
until June, 2020. 
 
Professional Development decision is being sent to FALALAT to decide how that money (about 15K) is allocated and 
assigned. 
 
Talked about campus and space improvements, which may be dependent on CIC loan, in the meantime, it is a standing item. 
Eli has been tasked to keep the ball rolling and contact some architects and at least get some ideas on the table so we can at 
least get an idea of how to make space improvements, in alignment with the Strategic Plan. 
 
No Action required on this item. 
 

D. Presentation, discussion, and possible action re: Approval of Current Financial reports 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ea4cchZWl9gBJovhc1YZq3F3VFUQyHPujI5DB8RRL1U/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1IO_cHvAdw-7TIzpHI3xg7otTrT8Osrgh?usp=sharing


Sharon reports: 
Net Income is in great shape - about $100K increase in revenues, expenses are also up some, but we are still in very good 
shape. 
 
For transparency and tracking purposes, they asked John to make sure that the interest on the Magnus settlement is line 
itemed out and accounted for monthly. 
There was discussion about better ways to monetize our arts performances. 
 
Lori moves to approve the Financial Report, Barbara seconds, AYES: Judy, Sharon, Lori, Barbara, Birgit NAYS: none, motion 
carries. 
 

E. Presentation, discussion, and possible action re: Opening accounts at Foothills bank 
See discussion in Action Item C.  
 
Lori moves to approve opening an account at Foothills Bank, Sharon seconds, AYES: Judy, Sharon, Lori, Barbara, Birgit 
NAYS: none, motion carries. 
 

F. Presentation, discussion, and possible action re: ADE Audit agreement 
See Discussion in Action Item C.  
 
Birgit makes a motion to follow the recommendation of the Finance Committee to make the $21K payment for the ADE Audit 
error and to authorize ED Eli Cohen to act on behalf of the Board in this matter, Lori seconds, AYES: Judy, Sharon, Lori, 
Barbara, Birgit NAYS: none, motion carries. 
** Deidre exits the meeting at 7:35 p.m. ** 
 

G. Presentation, discussion, and possible action re: Strategic Planning Committee Update 
Judy reports:  
She is disappointed that Deidre had to leave early because it would be beneficial to have her here for this discussion. The 
committee has met twice since the last Board meeting. Recently, there has been poor teacher representation due to other 
demands, but we are hoping that improves. Feedback from Board members after the last meeting was that the Curriculum 
and Instruction component of the Strategic Plan (SP) should be placed at high priority. In the first meeting of the month, we 
discussed how that should look and how that will be addressed. When we built the SP and Curriculum came up, teachers 
said very strongly that they did not want a Curriculum Specialist as an Admin position dictating curriculum to them; it was 
universal that what they wanted was a Curriculum Committee so that they could have input into curriculum. Deidre was 
tasked with meeting with FALALAT to develop a curriculum committee, to decide how that would look, and to start the 
development of that. 
 
Judy read the minutes from the last SPC meeting (see attached link). There was in-depth discussion about where the 
break-down occurred. Eli stated that he feels that it was messaging, and that while teachers would welcome a Curriculum 
Committee, it got convoluted with Accreditation. Board members expressed surprise that teachers are resistant because 
based on feedback from both Jean Ann and Eli, it has been conveyed that teachers were welcoming the guidance that Jean 
Ann provided. There was discussion that the resistance seems to be due to leadership, and that teachers are demonstrating 
that they want and need competence at the administrative level regarding curriculum.  
 
There is no action on this item. 
 

       H. Presentation, discussion, and possible action re: Update of AZ Charter Board representatives 
Eli speaks: 
Our current listings with the AZ Charter Board are not up to date. Eli is not listed as ED and many of the current board 
members names and/or office positions are not listed. We need to fill out paperwork to do that, so the Board needs to 
authorize Deidre (because she is currently the only person that is listed correctly) to make updates to our representatives. 
 
Lori moves to authorize Deidre to update out AZ Charter Board representative information, Birgit seconds,  AYES: Judy, 
Sharon, Lori, Barbara, Birgit NAYS: none, motion carries. 
 

       I. Presentation, discussion, and possible action re: Creation of Policy/Procedure Review committee and 
appointment of Dr. Lori Poloni-Staudinger as Chair  

Lori speaks: 
This topic was discussed at the last meeting but we did not have an Action Item to form the committee to review AZBA’s 
Policies and Procedures and develop FALA’s Policies and Procedures. Judy would like to serve on the committee.  
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2J9HkoxbBd8NW8xdlROQ1lZc0hOaGJsTXNlb3k4RGxJX1Ew
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17mpLlIGWTcEc9SK2-nnTtHK3FWYJWTm2QGbbTRaOors/edit?usp=sharing


Sharon makes a motion to create a Policy and Procedure Review Committee and appoint Dr. Lori Poloni-Staudinger as 
Chair, Birgit seconds,  AYES: Judy, Sharon, Lori, Barbara, Birgit NAYS: none, motion carries. 
 
                     J. Presentation, discussion, and possible action re: Board Members as Chair/Participant on committees 
Judy asks to table this item until all board members are present, Sharon seconds,  AYES: Judy, Sharon, Lori, Barbara, Birgit 
NAYS: none, motion carries. 
 
                     K. Presentation, discussion, and possible action re: Changing the date of January/February Board meetings 
Eli speaks: 
These 2 meetings need to be changed due to holidays. (Eli’s review will be on Wednesday, January 23 at 5:00 p.m.)  
 
Lori moves to move the January meeting to January 14 at 5:00 p.m. and the February meeting to February 11 at 5:00 p.m., 
Barbara seconds,  AYES: Judy, Sharon, Lori, Barbara, Birgit NAYS: none, motion carries. 
 
                     L. Presentation, discussion, and possible action re: Updates to Academic Calendar 
Eli speaks: 
Changes needed to be made to the Academic Calendar to prevent discrepancies and shortages of contact hours, so as to 
avoid another $21K penalty to ADE. Fridays next semester will go to 3:15 rather than 2:40 and some A&B days have been 
rearranged, accomodations for snow days and the finals week is now full days rather than half days.  
 
Sharon moves to approve the presented updates to the Academic Calendar, Lori seconds,  AYES: Judy, Sharon, Lori, 
Barbara, Birgit NAYS: none, motion carries. 
 
                     M. Presentation, discussion, and possible action re: Tentative consulting agreement with Aaron Cohen 
(Deidre needs to leave early and asks to move this item discussion after Action Item F.) 
Deidre speaks: 
She does not have any notes on this, but she knows that they are looking at having Aaron working with us on our 
Mindfulness and Mental Health Program. He started on a low scale consulting model and seems to be resonating with our 
young people, so is asking for agreement to move forward to bring him onboard officially to help with this area. She says that 
she is presenting so that there is no conflict of interest. 
 
Judy has questions:  
1. When was the decision made to have a Mindfulness/Mental Health component added to the curriculum, how is that 
factoring into current programming?  Deidre says that is is a committee that has been formed, it has not necessarily been 
moved to a curriculum component, just a committee formed to explore this piece and maybe expand on that with Aaron’s 
assistance.  
2. We are using public dollars. If we were a private school, it would be different - we could make the decision to hire a family 
member of the Admin team. She is concerned with the optics because we are already in a situation where several family 
members of admin work here, and they may be the best people for those jobs, and Aaron may be the best person for this job, 
but the public has the right to know that all employees are properly vetted and selected after a transparent and competitive 
process.  
3. Was anyone else looked at to provide this service? Deidre says that there was an exploration among parents who are 
experts in the field and who volunteer. She does not believe that they looked at any other consultants in this kind of a 
capacity. 
 
Lori speaks: 
She also has concerns that Aaron is the brother of the Executive Director. Deidre presenting this item does not do away with 
the conflict of interest because Deidre reports directly to the ED, and the conflict is still there. If this is something that the 
school wants to pursue within the curriculum, it needs to be an open call for consultants to apply in a competitive way. Maybe 
he is the best person, but it needs to be handled as any other opening; the position needs to be posted, there needs to be an 
interview, references checked, etc. Otherwise, it seems nepotistic. 
 
Deidre says that she thought this was a different than employment situation because of the consultant status. Judy explains 
that it would still be public dollars going to pay the consultant fee. Eli adds that Aaron was a parent volunteer here prior to Eli 
becoming ED, and when the discussion began to increase mental health services to students, the thought was to make it 
more formal, and given that Aaron had been in place, it seemed to make sense to pursue this line. Lori states that that would 
make sense on a volunteer basis, but not as a method of by-passing a transparent procedure. 
 
Deidre speaks: 
They are looking at adding this mental health component. This is not counseling. It is an effort to give students more tools to 
deal with stress and anxiety. 



 
Judy would like to see more concrete planning from faculty about how this is going to work into the curriculum, how it aligns 
with the Strategic Plan, there are a lot of processes that need to be looked at and developed and approved before we can 
start a bid process. IF we get to the point where we are ready to pursue an approved program, we as a Board would need to 
look at how a family member could even be considered.We need policy that addresses this matter. It is not appropriate for Eli 
to vet his brother, and since Deidre reports to Eli, it is not appropriate for her to either. We would have to figure out an 
alternative process to handle the vetting process. 
 
There is no action to be taken on this item.  
 

IX. Adjournment:  Lori moves to adjourn at 8:20 p.m., Sharon seconds,  AYES: Judy, Sharon, Lori, Barbara, Birgit 
NAYS: none, motion carries. 
 

 
 
Agenda Posted: December 13, 2018  4:20PM 
Minutes Posted: December 19, 2018  1:55PM 
Minutes Reposted: January 6, 2019  2:05PM 


